LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE
FILING REQUIREMENT OF ACT 74, MICH. PA. 1970

FOR CORNERS OF: Sec. 16
LOCATED IN: Township
2 N., R. 1 W.
CORNER CODE NUMBER: E-8

I, Gary D. Laster, do hereby certify that under requirements of P.A. 74, Michigan P.A. of 1970, the corner points mentioned in lines 1 and 2 above (identified with circles on index code diagram—over) were, in a field survey on September 22, 1971, established, re-established, monumented, re-monumented, recovered or restored as expressed below and in conformance with regulations and rules, therefore as required in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management or by a decree of a court of law. Furthermore, that the corner points mentioned in lines 3, 4 and 5 above were, in a field survey on September 22, 1971, found, recovered, restored, established or re-established as expressed below and in conformance with the rules of the Michigan State Board of Registration for Land Surveyors or, by Decree of a Court of law:

A. Description of original monument and accessories and or subsequent restoration:

Original monument and accessories obliterated.

B. Description of corner evidence found and/or method applied in restoring or re-establishing corner:

Set Corner on line with old fence line to South half-way between NW Corner and SW Corner of Section. Location supported by field measurement East and West.

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

N 1/4 Corner, Section 16, T2N, RIE
Set 1/2" bar 9.6 North of centerline of Hayno Road
Nail & Tag NE side of 10" beech SSE, 30.31'
Nail & Tag NE side of 10" maple South, 31.39'
Nail & Tag South side of 30" oak NNE, 53.67'

DATED: 10/26/71

SURVEYOR'S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO.: 17624
FOR STATE AND UNITED STATES AGENCIES

APPROVED AND SIGNED BY

SURVEYOR'S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO.: 98
Form No. ML0025
MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF REGISTERED LAND SURVEYORS

FORM APPROVED BY MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF REGISTRATION, JAN. 30, 1971
DISTRIBUTED BY MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF REGISTERED LAND SURVEYORS
LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE
FILING REQUIREMENT OF ACT 74, MICH. PA. 1970

FOR CORNERS OF:
1. PUBLIC LAND SURVEY
   8
   2
   1
   5
   1
   2 P. R. 1 3/4
   D-5
   FILED

2. PROPERTY CONTROLLED
   IN SECTION
   T
   N.
   E.

3. OWNED LANDS
   PROPERTY IN SECTION
   T
   N.
   E.

4. LOT NO.
   RECORDED PLAT

5. PRIVATE CLAIMS:

I, CHARLES E. GAMBLE, do hereby certify that under requirements of MICH. Act 1970, the corner points mentioned in lines 1 and 2 above (identified with circles on index code diagram above) were, as a field survey on June 22, 1973, established, re-established, monumented, re-monumented, recovered or restored as expressed below and in conformance with regulations and rules thereof as required in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management or by a decree of a court of law. Furthermore, that the corner points mentioned in lines 4 above were, in a field survey on Aug 19, 1973, found, restored, re-established or re-established as expressed below and in conformance with the rules of the Michigan State Board of Registration for Land Surveyors et al. in a decree of a court of law:

A. Description of original monument and accessories and/or subsequent restoration:

B. Description of corner evidence found and or method applied in restoring or re-establishing corner;

Set 1/2" Iron Rod

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate the position of the corner:

Witnesses to S 1/4 cor. Section 8 T2N-R4E Ingham Township,

N 0° 00' 20" E 33.00' Iron
South 33.00' 4 cor. post & fence line South

SIGNED BY: [Signature]
DATE: May 18, 1974

SURVEYOR'S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO. 14-762
FOR STATE AND UNITED STATES AGENCIES:

APPROVED AND SIGNED BY: [Signature]
DATE: [Date]

SURVEYOR'S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO. 707
LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE
FILING REQUIREMENT OF ACT 74, MICH. PA. 1970

FOR CORNERS OF: PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

LOCATED IN: R 11 T 16 N

CORNER NUMBER: E-5

PROPERTY NUMBER:

PROPERTY ADDRESS:

PROPERTY INFORMATION:

LOT NO.

RECORDED PLAT:

PRIVATE LANDS:

1. George M. Young: As hereinafter set forth, pursuant to the requirements of P.A. 74, the corner points as shown in lines 1 and 2 above were recorded with this certificate. The corner points were established on a field survey on 9-22-75. The certificate is recorded as required by law. The survey was in accordance with the Michigan State Board of Registration for Land Surveyors and is a decree of a court of law.

A. Description of original monuments and accessories and/or subsequent replacements:

E-5 Unknown
9 Unknown
16 Unknown

B. Description of evidence found and/or method applied in restoration or re-establishing corner:

E-5 Found "PK" Nail in Bridge Deck
9 Found 1/2" re-rอด
16 Set 1/2" re-rød According to government regulations

C. Description of monuments or corners or accessories established to perpetuate location of the corner:

E-5 Found "PK" Nail-South Edge bridge guardrail 800W 14.07'
North Edge bridge guardrail 900W 21.84'
North Edge bridge guardrail 950W 21.59'
South Edge bridge guardrail 800E 14.20'

9 Found 1/2" re-rød-Nail & Washer in 10" baswood 455W 11.03'
Nail & Washer in 12" Apple 505'E 13.19'

16 Set 1/2" re-rød-Nail & Washer in P.P. 545°W 62.80'
Nail in P.P. 525°E 47.79'
C/L 4" Steel Fence Post W45°W 44.64'

SIGNED BY: __________________________ DATE: November 7, 1975

SURVEYOR’S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO. 17649

FOR STATE AND UNITED STATES AGENCIES:

SIGN BY: __________________________ DATE: __________________________

APPROVED AND SIGNED BY: __________________________ DATE: __________________________

894 SURVEYOR’S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO. 17649
INHATA COUNTY
LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE
FILING REQUIREMENT OF ACT 74, MICH. P.A. 1970

FOR CORNERS OF: 
1.
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.

LOCATION OF: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.

CORNER CODE NUMBER: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.

LIBER 
4
RECORD 
244

FILED

Jan 11 9 21 78
REGISTER W. F. JONES
INHATA COUNTY MICH.
RECORD OF DEEDS STAMP AND
FILING NUMBER

Ronnie M. Lester

I, Ronnie M. Lester, do hereby certify that under requirements of Act 74, Michigan P.A. 1976, the corner points mentioned in lines 1 and 2 above were as a field survey on August 19, 1976, established, re-established, monumented, re-monumented, recovered or restored as expressed below and in conformance with regulations and rules therefore as provided in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management or by a decree of a court of law. Furthermore, that the corner points mentioned in lines 3, 4 and 5 above were, as a field survey on August 19, 1976, found, re-monumented, established, re-established as expressed below and in conformance with the rules of the Michigan State Board of Registration for Land Surveyors or, by a decree of a court of law.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and no subsequent restoration.

D-6 No record of corner being established in original Government Survey

B. Description of corner evidence found and or method applied in restoring or re-establishing corner.

D-6 Center of Section 17, T2N, R1E

Found 4" concrete monument as called for by the plat of "Seven-R Estates" as recorded in Libor 28, page 26, of Inhata County records.

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner.

D-6 4" concrete monument as described above

4" concrete monument at N.W. Corner of Lot 1, S.E., 46.78' Nhall in stamp, West, 67.24'

SIGNED BY: Ronnie M. Lester

DATE: 7/10/78

SURVEYOR'S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO. 18398

FOR STATE AND UNITED STATES AGENCIES:

SIGNED BY: 

DATE:

APPROVED AND SIGNED BY: 

DATE:

SURVEYOR'S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO.

1241

FORM APPROVED BY MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF REGISTRATION, JUNE 25, 1975
REVISED MAY 14, 1978
MAY PLACE SKETCH ON BACK OR ATTACHED SHEET
LAND CORNER RECORDATION CERTIFICATE

FILING REQUIREMENT OF ACT 74, MICH. P.A.1970

INCHAM TOW., INCHAM CO.

FOR CORNERS OF: LOCATED IN: Sec 17: CORNER CODE NUMBER
1. PUBLIC LAND SURVEY 2 N. R. 1 4: D-6
2. PROPERTY CONTROLLED: IN SETTLED 1
3. ESTATE: IN SETTLED 1
4. LUT NO.: RECORDE PLAT
5. PRIVATE: LAND:

REGISTER OF DEEDS
R. S. BLOOM

RECEIVED
JANUARY 25, 1979

The undersigned, Perry L. McPherson, do hereby verify that under requirements of P.A. 74, Michigan P.A. of 1970, the corners points mentioned in lines 1 and 2 above were as a field survey on February 16, 1979, established, reestablished, re-measured, re-measured, recovered or restored as expressed below and in accordance with regulations and rules therefore as required in the current manual of survey instructions of the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management or by a decree of a court of law. Furthermore, that the corner points mentioned in lines 3, 4 and 5 above were, as a field survey on February 16, 1979, found, recovered, restored, reestablished or re-established as expressed below and in accordance with the rules of the Michigan State Board of Registration for Land Surveyors or, by a Decree of a Court of Law.

A. Description of original monument and accessories and any subsequent restoration:

B. Description of corner evidence, found and or method applied in restoring or re-establishing corner:

D-6 Found Iron

C. Description of monument for corner and accessories established to perpetuate locating the position of the corner:

D-6 16" Oak S 27° W 34.25'
15" W. Cherry N 70° E 57.00'
6" Maple S 87° E 82.57'

SIGNED BY

Perry L. McPherson
SURVEYOR'S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO. 12083
FOR STATE AND UNITED STATES AGENCIES:

APPROVED AND SIGNED BY

CHIEF OF SURVEY PLAT
MICHIGAN REGISTERED LAND SURVEYORS (SEAL)

SURVEYOR'S MICHIGAN REGISTRATION NO. 1253

MAY PLACE SKETCH ON BACK OF ATTACHED SHEET